The Influence of Russian Culture on our Society
Russian Culture
Russia is the biggest country in the world, being in two continents - Europe and Asia (it
would take about 11 hours and 45 minutes to get from one side of Russia to the other side via
plane). It is one of the most remarkable countries in the world due to its arts, music, fashion,
food and ballet (and obviously a lot more).

Although the architecture is magnificent, pretty much all of
the apartments look the same. If you lived in Moscow and you
went to Vladivostok it would look exactly the same (on the exterior). Also everyone lives in an apartment, no matter how rich
you are (unless you are Vladimir Putin) and the only house you
have is a дача (a summer house). One of their most magnificent
building is the Saint Basil's Cathedral.

Saint Basil's Cathedral on Red Square
- Moscow

Music is another part of Russian culture. Russian music is another great aspect of Russian life. There are many famous Russian musicians like Nikolai Rimsky, Korsakov and Zemfira. One of my favourite Russian songs is called Korobeiniki which is written by Alexandrov
Ensemble - a choir for the Russian armed forces. This is the original song of the Tetris theme
song. Russian music has been around since the 1860's with the first Russian song ever called
'Kalinka' which is composed by Ivan Larionov. On the next page is a short verse of the song
(in English).
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Little red berry, red berry, red berry of mine!
In the garden (there is) a berry - little raspberry, raspberry of mine!
Ah, under the pine, the green one,
Lay me down to sleep,
Oh-swing, sway, Oh-swing, sway,
Lay me down to sleep.

Russian food is very unique, from Vodka to okroshka, the Russians have very interesting foods! Vodka is one of the most popular alcoholic drinks in Russia and is found is many
countries including England. Sadly, due to the Russian people drinking too much Vodka (and
dying in the army), the life expectancy of a Russian man is 70 years old (where as in the U.K.
we are expected to live to about 81 years old).
But one quarter of Russian men (who drink)
don't live past 55. One of the healthier foods of a
Russian person's diet would be okroshka - a cold
soup made of raw vegetables (like cucumbers),
egg, cooked meat (like beef) and topped with
sour cream! Healthy! One of the most popular
Russian foods is caviar.

Russia has a lot of famous artists including Ilya (il-ya) Repin - who painted realism and
impressionism painting and Ilya Kabakov - who is know for installation art. Ilya Repin (his
full name is Ilya Yefimovich Repin) was born on the 5th of August 1884 in Chuguyev (which
is now Ukraine), which at the time was under control of the Russian empire, and died on the
29th September 1930 in the old Finland (which is now a part of Russia) - not the Finland we
know today. He was well known for is realism paintings and received an award called the
'Legion of Honour' which is the highest French award anyone can receive. He was born into a
'military' family where his father traded horses and his mother ran an inn. He was expected to
be more of a military person rather than a painter. He was sent to military school and when
his father realised that he was not suited for military and therefore his father helped him become an apprentice of a local painter - Ivan Bunakov. In 1863, Ilya was sent to
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St. Peters-

burg Art Academy to study painting and he started
his career. Ilya Kabakov was born on the 30th September 1933 and is still alive (he is 83 at the time this
article is written)! He was born in Dnipropetrovsk
(which was part of the Ukraine SSR of the Soviet
Union at that time) but spent 30 years in Moscow
working. He is well known for his installation art
pieces (art which is made in using live models instead of on a

Fallen Chandelier
by Ilya Kabakov

painting canvas) - one of my favourite pieces of art by him is the
Fallen Chandelier in Zürich. He now lives and works on Long Island - which is in New York.

Ballet is one of Russia's popular arts and has been a
part of Russian culture since 1689. Russia could've have discovered ballet earlier but the Tsarist control isolated Russia
from the west and therefore allowed Russia to have little influence from other parts of the world. They only obtained
access to the west when Peter the Great (or Peter I of Russia)
opened up to the west and allowed Russia to be influenced
by other countries. Russian ballet was founded by Jean- Baptiste Landé who was ordered the appointment as dancingmaster in military academies (by Empress Anna). When classical ballet was introduced to
Russia, the Russians saw it not as entertainment but as a 'sport and a way to behave'. This was
because Russia wanted to create a more civilised, more inspired generation of Russians. Currently many people enjoy doing ballet and many more enjoy watching it as entertainment.
There are many methods of ballet in Russia but currently, the most popular and widely used
method is the Vaganova method (which was founded and named after a ballerina and a ballet
teacher: Agrippina Vaganova) and was founded in the late 19th century.

"What you wear is how you present yourself to the world, especially today, when human contacts are so quick. Fashion is instant language." —Miuccia Prada. Russia has a
unique fashion where some clothes are nice and lovely but some just make you want to
cringe.
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There are many Russian clothing brands and below is a
quick list of the most popular ones - Gosha Rubchinskiy,
Alexandre Plokhov, Anteater, AFour, and Turbo Yulia. My
favourite brand is AFour which is a custom footwear brand.
Below is a picture of a pair of trainers made by AFour

How does Russian Culture Influence us and our Society?
Everyday we are coming across something Russian, whether it is a bottle of Vodka you
see in your local supermarket, watching ballet or even coming across a Russian shop. Russia
is one of the greatest countries in the world and just in World War II, the Russians lost over

20 million people (whereas the U.K. and British Colonies did not lose that many people combined!). England has taken the Russian culture and put it into our every day lives and sometimes we do not even notice this. For example, Vodka is a Russian drink and some English
people don't even know this. Some of our шапки (caps) come from Russia and we don't even
notice it!
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A Trip to Port Sunlight
INTRODUCTION
Have you ever heard of Port Sunlight? Ever wondered about the prominence of this place
today?

Port Sunlight is considered as a landmark because it is built by the great Lord

Leverhulme - the creator of our school, Bolton School where the superlative teachers and the
most exceptional education is provided. The amazing landscapes, the excellent facilities you
perceive were all planned by him, William Hesketh Lever.

GOING TO PORT SUNLIGHT AND EXPLORING THE SITE
As part of the geography curriculum, year 7 pupils went to Port
Sunlight, Wirral Peninsula, River Mersey. They experienced a
settlement at first-hand and learnt what stimulating impact
Leverhulme had over his soap factory workers. On Monday 19th
June, we left school at approximately 9:15am, and set off for Port
Sunlight, full with excitement. Around 10:45am, we arrived at the
attractive and historic Port Sunlight. In admiration of my
surroundings, I knew Lever had put effort towards making this

William Hesketh Lever

town a true home where peace and harmony prevailed.

Housing
The trip started with a stroll around Port Sunlight to experience and see houses, churches and
schools. The settlements were better than the terraced houses of the inner city Bolton. We
learnt that these houses were created by at least 35 architects, who designed the house using
different styles, giving a rather influential and extravagant
appearance. However, houses in Port Sunlight were rented, not
bought, but these had every facility you would crave for. There
would be hot and cold water and gas stones for the fireplace.
Houses had vast gardens and had space to breathe, unlike the
houses in Bolton which were crammed.

Church
After seeing Port Sunlight’s housing, we went to its local church. As I entered the church
graves were amongst me of dead loved ones. And in the middle of the church was a notable
entity - the grave of William Lever and his wife, Elizabeth Hulme. An effigy was placed on
each of their tombs with a sculpture of a baby and young girl at the front. In the centre of the
village was a world war memorial for those Port Sunlight men who fought in either of the
world wars. Lever wanted to commemorate these people for their bravery and their
commitment.

Education and Jobs
We acknowledged more about both the old and new primary schools. The old primary school
is called Park Road School, the same as our Junior School. Education played a central role in
Lever’s life. Wanting to offer the finest edification in Port Sunlight, he employed the best
teachers. Having worthy facilities’ around them meant that children appreciate these
amenities, and therefore behave well and have decent jobs.

MUSEUM
After walks and a coach tour around the site, we went to the museum to have a look around.
Observing historical artefacts, such as the first packet of Sunlight Soap and items made by the
Lever Brothers e.g. Magnum, Persil, Dove and PG Tips
etc. - the list is continuous.

There were historical

sculptures in the museum of Lord Leverhulme and other
important figures. Additionally there was a figure of a

primary school teacher during Lever’s time at Port Sunlight, named Emily Birch who
treasured teaching because of Leverhulme’s support and respect.

We then watched a short and helpful video about Port Sunlight and its workers. Soon after,
we proceeded to the gift shop where every student wanted to buy something, from the
Sunlight Soap to the stationary to the sweets. Finally, we concluded the day by having a
picnic in the sunshine where cold drinks and chocolates were the order of the day.

The tour of Port Sunlight had been completed. Today was a day where I learned about the
school’s background history as well as acknowledging more about William Hesketh Lever
and his Port Sunlight. Although I may have been tired by the end, but I realised this had been
an enjoyable, informative trip and one I could not forget.

Muhammad Choudhary

Year 10 Trips: A Summary
Geography Trip

The first trip that we went on in year 10 was the geography field trip, we went to Manchester
to do some area sampling about how the quality of housing and environment increases or
decreases as you get further away from the central business district(CBD). The sampling
resulted in a 2km walk from Pollard Street heading towards Manchester City Stadium. Each
200 metres we stopped to fill in our booklet about how good the environmental quality and
housing was in each area. The general trend was that as you got further away from the CBD
these scores got worse however when we got to the started getting close to Manchester City
the scores started increasing.
However, the whole day wasn't just sampling environmental quality and housing, when we
got to Manchester City stadium, we got a tour round. Firstly, we went to the stands and we
got told about the pitch and how the grass is kept in condition. After this talk, we walked
alongside the pitch to the dugouts(where the team sit). After visiting the dugouts, we went
though the tunnel and saw where the players get interviewed. Where the players get
interviewed isn't even a room it's in the tunnel, it's just boards put together to give the illusion
of it being in a room. After this we visited the training room. In the training room there were
exercise bikes specially adjusted to the players height and other parameters thus meaning that
each player couldn't use any other bikes except theirs. Then we headed straight to the
changing rooms. After a tour of the changing rooms we had a talk on Manchester City and
how it's being kept environmentally friendly. Once the talk had finished we headed back to
school.
Duke of Edinburgh
People normally think that DofE is hard work so this puts them off, however yes there are
some parts, for example the steep uphill sections, but for the most part you're walking across
level ground so it's not hard work as long as you stay on track and don't end up getting lost.
Altogether in DofE you have to stay outside for at least 6 hours, in these 6 hours, it includes
walking time and resting time.
In order to get ready for DofE we had 2 practice sessions at the Anderton centre, the first of
our practice sessions was to get familiarised with using a compass and how to adjust and read
the map. This sessions was done in a space session. The second sessions was a practice
expedition this allowed us to figure out how much food we would require for the 2 days. For

the practice expedition a few things were different to the actual expedition, the first thing
was that our instructor would be with us for the whole time compared to the actual expedition
where we would only see our instructor at checkpoints. The distance we had to walk was
shortened as well to 7km each way.
The actual expedition took place on 17th to 18th of June, this time we were completely on our
own only meeting our instructor on checkpoints compared to the practice expedition where
we could have guidance from our instructor in our actual expedition we were not allowed any
guidance. The distance we had to walk was longer as well, we walked 13km on our first day
to the campsite and we walked 9km back to the Anderton centre. Fortunately, for us we didn’t
get hugely lost however one group went all the way to Blackburn because of one wrong turn.
Biology Trip

The most recent Y10 trip has been a biology trip to Seven Acres in Bolton, Seven Acres is a
nature reserve which provides a habitat for wildlife. On the trip to Seven Acres, we looked at
the some type of sampling and tried to sample butterflies, wildlife in a reservoir and
measuring soil samples.
The first type of sampling we did was looking at the wildlife in the reservoir, this type of
sampling was called kick sampling. First we went into the reservoir with our net and placed it
as deep as possible this allowed as many animals to be in the net, once we had placed the net
and was happy with where the net was, we kicked some rocks out of the way hence the name
kick sampling, kicking the rocks out the way allowed us to collect more species out of the
water. After collecting the species out of the water, we emptied the animals into a tub filled
with water by turning the net upside down in the water and letting the animals into the water.
Emptying the animals into the water allowed us to identify each individual animal easily.
After doing the kick sampling we went on to do soil sampling. To do the soil sampling, we
made a 1m2 quadrat in that quadrat, we measured soil pH, light intensity and humidity. We
measured these 3 things using a special equipment which measured all these things at once.
Following this soil sampling, we did butterfly sampling. To do butterfly sampling, we used a
net in which we would catch butterflies, after catching the butterfly we would put the
butterfly into a tub to identify the type of butterfly that we had caught. Once the butterfly had
been identified, we would release the butterfly.
Seven Acres sample the wildlife because they can tell if there has been a decrease in the
population of an animal therefore they can find out what has happened to cause a knock on
effect to the population of that animal.
Aashir Khan

How to contact us at The Bolt

Follow us on Twitter at: @bolton_thebolt
Like our Facebook page: The Bolt Magazine
Email the Editor at: b16140@boltonschool.org
Or
Miss Brearley at: ksb@boltonschool.org
All editions are available on the school website
Come along to meetings at 1:30 in B36 on Tuesdays
Listen out for notices in assemblies and see our notice
board on B corridor

